Diffusion™ EAR DEFENDER
- 2 Independent mics amplify sound
- Electronic Noise Suppression circuitry suppresses sounds above 90dB
- On/Off switch with adjustable volume control
- Folds to compact size for storage
- Fully adjustable headband
- 3.5mm audio input jack
- Powered by 2 AAA batteries (not included)

DF0100GS CE
Black

SNR 26

Diverter™ 25 EAR DEFENDER
- Fully adjustable headband
- Folds to compact size for storage

DV2501CS CE
Black

SNR 25

Resistor™ Foam Plugs
DISPOSABLE UNCORDED
- Convenient, disposable plugs
- Comfortable, self-adjusting foam
- Smooth tapered surface allows quick, easy insertion and snug fit

PP7003/100 CE 100-Pair Counter Jar

SNR 32

Rad-Band™ HEARING PROTECTOR
- Lightweight, dialectric design
- Fitted with super soft Jelli™ plugs
- Jelli™ plugs are washable and reusable

RB1160 CE
Band with 2 Jelli™ Plugs

Custom Moulded Earplugs
EASY, DO-ITYOURSELF KIT
- Moulds in 10 minutes
- Soft, permanent, custom fit for all day comfort
- Safe, non-toxic and hypo-allergenic
- Long lasting and washable
- Simple, easy to follow instructions

Red (R)
Blue (B)
Orange (O)
Tan (T)
Pink (P)

CEP02-T CE
CEP02-B CE
CEP02-O CE
CEP02-R CE
CEP02-P CE

TAN
BLUE
ORANGE
RED
PINK
Outback™
- Soft rubber temples
- Rubber nosepiece
- Includes neckcord

Interchangeable 5-Lens Kit
- Ratcheting temples & adjustable length
- Rubber temple pads & nosepiece
- One-piece interchangeable Clear, Smoke, Amber, Copper* & Orange* lenses included
- Includes a premium black carrying case, adjustable neck cord and microfiber bag

Journey™
- Adjustable temples
- Tough polycarbonate lenses provide distortion free vision
- True style and safety in a single pair of glasses

Journey™ CAMO
- Adjustable temples
- Tough polycarbonate lenses provide distortion free vision
- True style and safety in a single pair of glasses

Hunter™
- Lightweight Frame provides a comfortable fit
- Rubber temples and nosepiece
- 99% protection from harmful UV rays

Coveralls™
- Reinforced side shields
- Integrimolded brow guard
- Can be worn over prescription glasses

*For use as sunglasses only. Not CE certified as protective eyewear.